DNAzyme-embedded hyperbranched DNA dendrimers as signal amplifiers for colorimetric determination of nucleic acids.
A DNAzyme-embedded hyperbranched DNA dendrimer is used as a colorimetric signal amplifier in an ultrasensitive detection scheme for nucleic acids. The hyperbranched DNA dendrimers were constructed by single-step autonomous self-assembly of three structure-free DNA monomers. A cascade of self-assembly reactions between the first and second strands leads to the formation of linear DNA concatemers containing overhang flank fragments. The third strand, which bears a peroxidase-mimicking DNAzyme domain, serves as a bridge to trigger self-assembly between the first and second strands across the side chain direction. This results in a chain branching growth of the DNAzyme-embedded DNA dendrimer. This signal amplifier was incorporated into the streptavidin-biotin detection system which comprises an adaptor oligonucleotide and a biotinylated capture probe. The resulting platform is capable of detecting a nucleic acid target with an LOD as low as 0.8 fM. Such sensitivity is comparable if not superior to most of the reported enzyme-free (and even enzyme-assisted) signal amplification strategies. The DNA dendrimer based method is expected to provide a universal platform for extraordinary signal enhancement in detecting other nucleic acid biomarkers by altering the respective sequences of adaptor and capture probe. Graphical abstract Schematic of an assembly of a DNAzyme-embedded hyperbranched DNA dendrimer which operates as a signal amplifier for nucleic acids detection. The nanostructure is constructed by autonomous self-assembly of three DNA monomers. Colored letters represent each domain, and complementary domains are marked by asterisk. Domain d represents the DNAzyme sequence.